
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...hot…Summer…continuing nicely. 

This is the weather I came to South Africa for…weeks of lovely sunshine. 

We’ve got the decorators in this week.  They’re painting the house and in Cape Town that 
means a tasteful shade of cream or white.  Nobody much likes brickwork here so it’s cement all 
the way and we’re going for lilac.  It’s not exactly South Miami Beach Art Deco but it’s better 
than builder’s cream. 

England won a cricket match…so that’s worth a line or two! 

Business is cranking up and we’re in better shape than this time last year.  I trust the 
momentum will continue.  I’ve just been spending hours chasing a debt from Tanzania and I’m 
learning who gets credit and who gets cash with order…and it’s a large multinational.  
Experience tells me that small businesses tend to pay on the nail and it’s the big companies 
who want to take 4 months…and then ask you to re-invoice ‘cos the address is wrong.  Nice 
guy, no more! 

The cats have been introduced to the garden.  They immediately decided that out was better 
than in…and trees were definitely worth climbing up even if you can’t get down. 

I think I’ve found a decent graphic artist in CT.  If anyone’s interested then let me know.  With 
the internet as it is there’s no reason just to limit the geography to local people. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
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Skype fell over this week and I had to re-install it.  It’s unreliable but at least I’m back online for skype calls. 

 

Got a free modem and extender from MWEB this week.  Tried to set it up and found it was far too complex and so 

it went back in the box.  Free is good…but only as long as it works. 

CHICAGO (AP) — Authorities have arrested a woman they believe left a small alligator at Chicago's O'Hare 

International Airport late last year. 

In a news release, Chicago police said 29-year-old Alexis Prokopchuk of suburban Oakbrook Terrace was charged 

with misdemeanor counts of reckless conduct and cruelty to animals. She was arrested Tuesday. 

The 2-foot-long alligator was spotted and captured in a baggage claim area on Nov. 1 of last year. 

Police recovered security footage that showed a woman with an alligator under her arm boarding a Chicago Transit 

Authority train, then chatting on a cellphone while the animal sat in her hand on her knee. An hour later, she 

disembarked at the airport. 
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A sale is only a sale... 

When it’s been paid for. 
 
Up till then it’s a loan and I’m not in the business of loaning money to large multinationals. 
 
I’ve never much enjoyed credit control and I tend to avoid it but I’m learning that delinquent 
clients need to be put on cash with order and if that loses me some business then I’m happy to 
use this payment term to weed out the bad payers. 
 
All my independent clients pay on the nail and are golden.  In return I offer then a “pay when 
paid” arrangement that suits us all when third party clients are involved. 
 
The moral here is...keep a close eye on your credit ledger and don’t let the bad payers become 
an issue for you.  Tell them to pay up front and if that loses you business then you probably 
haven’t lost much anyway. 
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Reciprocality... 

 
Reciprocality is a poker term coined by Tommy Angelo.  It’s has a direct relevance to negotiation. 
 
Reciprocality is a means calculating how well you play against people who have the same hands 
as you.  Everyone wins with Aces and loses with Twos.  The question is…do you lost less with 
your twos than they do and do you win more of your Aces than them. 
 
Bridge has exactly this concept with duplicate bridge whereby everybody plays the same hands 
and you see who played them best. 
 
So…I’ll give you no credit for negotiating great deals when you’re strong and they’re weak.  What 
I want to know is how good are your deals compared with the opposition when you’re weak and 
they’re strong…and even when you are strong are you doing better than the opposition would do 
in the same position. 
 
Reciprocality does not let us rest on our laurels.  We’ve got to sweat every deal…weak and 
strong. 
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